
Big Questions about Short-term Mission  
frequently asked questions that deserve intelligent responses 

 

	 	

 

 

Wouldn’t it be better just to send money than travel to be directly involved? 

This question goes to the heart of one aspect of maximising housing poverty alleviation. At first 
glance it’s almost rhetorical, the answer is an obvious yes surely? However, this misses a few vital 
components of poverty alleviation that together make a very strong case for saying NO and going. 

1. People tend not to get involved unless they have a direct link to a specific opportunity to 
intervene.  

a. If asked to give money to house homeless Mexican/African/Eastern European 
families, most people decline. 

b.  If asked to send someone to directly and intelligently intervene, most people would 
like to help. 

2. Involvement in intelligent poverty responses exposes people to what is possible. To have 
completely changed the course of the lives of members of a family enables a trip participant 
to understand through engagement how to do something truly effective.  

3. Injustice is a created thing. BUILD trips seek from start to finish to rewire the thinking of 
participants towards conducting their lives with increased justice, generosity and 
compassion. To be conscious both of personal self-indulgence and of chronic need. 
Uncreating injustice one individual at a time is an important outcome. 

4. In pure accountancy terms £1500.00 invested in a young person with most of their earning 
life ahead of them can be reasonably expected to see many times that amount given by the 
young person over their lifetime in pursuit of justice and mercy. 

How does destroying the planet for the next generation whilst providing housing relief to this 
generation do any good in the long term? 

Amor Europe has a sustainability policy which from 1.1.23 will see us  

• using 100% green electricity 
• reducing all unnecessary carbon emissions  
• offsetting though gold standard programmes all necessary carbon emissions related to 

travel. 

Implementation began in April 2022. By 1.1.24 we will be 100% carbon neutral. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

How do Amor Europe expeditions help not hinder local communities?  

We endorse The Oath for Compassionate Service as outlined by Robert Lupton in his book Toxic 
Charity. It proposes six key factors when working overseas in areas of poverty.  

1) Never do for the poor what they have (or could have) the capacity to do for themselves. 

2) Limit one-way giving to emergency situations. 

3) Strive to empower the poor through employment, lending and investing, using grants sparingly to 
reinforce achievements. 

4) Subordinate self-interests to the needs of those being served. 

5) Listen closely to those you seek to help, especially to what is not being said – unspoken feelings 
may contain essential clues to effective service. 

6) Above all, do no harm. 

 Popular criticisms of some charitable work are: 

·        It does long term harm to the beneficiaries 

·        It is all about the mission we want to do to people 

·       It does not listen and learn, assumes superiority 

·        It tackles effects rather than causes 

Our US Partner Amor Ministries has completed more than 42 years of continual development in the 
field of short-term mission and linking to them is a vital element to our authentic altruism. Without 
them we remain novices and liable to cause as much harm as good.  Their Non-toxic approach 
includes:  

·        Families are linked into the local church rather than Amor for ongoing support 

·        Decisions are made by empowered locals 

·        Families have to contribute to the process and own land 

·        Local employment is arranged where possible 

·        Local suppliers are used 

Amor Ministries does the majority of its housing poverty relief in Mexico. It has commissioned long 
term impact studies on the Mexican communities into which it has worked, and these studies 
consistently prove a positive long-term impact over decades. 	


